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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Department of Defense faces many challenges related to deploying new systems to meet the needs of the warfighter. Among these are compressed development times and increased capabilities required. There is a real need for systems engineering expertise in the acquisition enterprise to guide the technical design, development, integration and testing of such systems.

At the same time, there is a potential skills gap due to an aging workforce, many of whom are near retirement, and the experience curve needed to bring new talent up-to-speed. Often, this experience curve takes many years and spans multiple programs. The idea behind the Systems Engineering Experience Accelerator is to accelerate the experience curve so that new talent can become proficient much more quickly to meet DoD needs. This is done by using educational technology, and specifically the notion of role-playing in immersive environments where a learner not only learns the technical skills associated with a systems engineering position, but also critical skills in persuasion and decision-making needed to deploy technical skills effectively.

The original SEEA was developed to let the learner play the role of a chief systems engineer in an acquisition program for a new unmanned aerial vehicle system. It was developed using standard programming tools. Clearly, though, there are many different systems engineering skills and competencies needed beyond one such educational experience. The goal then became to develop a library of such experiences. To do so quickly and cost efficiently, it was determined that a higher-level set of tools were needed to support development, especially tailored to individuals without substantial programming expertise. Thus, an effort was initiated to create a suite of such tools.

This report details the third part of development of these tools. They consist of three suites of tools. Simulation Modeler enables an experience designer create and tune simulation models and output charts that advance the state of a simulated world with which the learner interacts in the role of a systems engineer. Experience Builder lets the designer specify the different learning phase, cycles, events and communications experienced by the learner. Learning Assessor lets the designer determine what learning data to capture and how to analyze it to determine the effectiveness of different learning experiences. In addition, this report describes an upgrade of the Experience Accelerator infrastructure to HTML5, which allows for more flexibility in developing functionality and interfaces for different experiences, and is critical for supporting compliance with regulations governing accessibility (Section 508 compliance). The report describes evaluation of the tools by active users.

The risk and mitigation plan worked well in supporting the successful completion of all the objectives of this task that did not have dependencies on other work. In addition, a new capability not envisioned at the beginning of this project, the NPC Editor, was developed and evaluated. The report concludes with recommendations for future work.
INTRODUCTION

Educational technology is used increasingly in a variety of domains, ranging from high school and college-level courses, to on-the-job training, to advanced skills development. One of the appealing features of education technology is that it can be used not only to convey the material being taught, but also the context in which the material should be applied. This can be accomplished through role-playing environments in which a learner interacts with an automated system providing the context, or it can be accomplished through technologies that connect multiple learners who interact to solve problems and apply solutions in context. Systems engineering is one field for which educational technology has potential for application.

CHALLENGES IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Systems engineering is a multidisciplinary practice and is much of an art as it is a science. While a waterfall model of education can provide a background of domain-centric knowledge, it is not until this knowledge is put into practice in an integrated, real world environment that a Systems Engineering can develop the necessary insights and wisdom to become proficient. In the workplace, these learning events are often distributed sparsely over time such that an engineer may only see a complete system life cycle over a period of several years. As a result, the maturation time from completion of formal studies to becoming seasoned Systems Engineer is unacceptably long, particularly when contrasted with the clock speeds of today’s society in which career change is the norm rather than the exception, particularly among the young.

Clearly, there is a critical need to promote rapid skill development of systems engineers, in particular senior systems engineers, across the DoD and government workforces, as a large cohort of personnel is nearing retirement age. In addition, new systems engineering skills are needed to address important societal needs in national security, homeland security, airspace management and disaster recovery. These domains involve large-scale, systems-oriented solutions with increasingly limited budgets. Educational technologies hold the promise of providing customized learning exercises based on real-world situations to reduce the reliance on extensive on-the-job training that is the hallmark of current workforce development.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING AND THE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE ACCELERATOR

Prior work resulted in the Systems Engineering Experience Accelerator (SEEA), a technology platform that supports experiential learning for systems engineers. This technology platform created a new approach to developing the systems engineering workforce that augments traditional, in-class education methods with educational technologies aimed at accelerating skills and experience with immersive simulated learning situations that engage learners with problems to be solved. Although educational technology is used in a variety of domains to support learning, the SEEA is one of the few such technologies that supports development of the systems engineering workforce.
The SEEA was developed to support a single-person role-playing experience in a digital environment, as well as a specific learning exercise in which a learner plays the role of a lead systems engineer for a Department of Defense (DoD) program developing a new unmanned aerial system. This exercise is based on the notion of experiential learning, and thus will be referenced as an experiential learning module. The learner engages with the experience (i.e., simulated world), makes decisions to solve problems, sees the results of those decisions, abstracts lessons learned from what was successful and what was unsuccessful, and then repeats the process in a series of cycles, simulating the evolution of the program over time.

The SEEA technology provides a graphical user interface allowing the learner to see the program status, interact with non-player characters to gain additional program information, and make technical decisions to correct problems. It also provides the capability to simulate the program into the future, based on these learner decisions, so that outcomes can be shown to the learner. This cycle of decision and simulation-into-the-future supports the Kolb cycle of experiential learning; the Experience Accelerator uses multiple such cycles operating through the lifecycle of the program. In particular, this approach allows illustration of the effect of upstream decisions on downstream outcomes in the system lifecycle. The SEEA can support a wide variety of systems domains and areas of expertise through changes to the experience. Recently, additional multiplayer technology is being developed to allow live player support for team-based learning, as well as for a mentor to provide advice and feedback.

**Development Process for Learning Experiences**

The first UAV experience was developed in tandem with the SEEA technology platform. Since it was a first-time effort, there were no tools other than programming environments to support its development. This development was a time-consuming process.

The eventual goal is to have a variety of experiences supported through the SEEA technology to meet the needs of many learners. These experiences would focus on different types of systems – naval vessels, satellite systems, air traffic control, etc. In addition, experiences would focus on different phases of the system lifecycle, from requirements development, to concept selection, to development, to production and sustainment. Finally, the SEEA technology is being made available to a variety of organizations for use in their specific educational and professional development programs. Thus, it made sense to develop a suite of tools to aid experience developers in creating new experiences or modifying existing ones.

This report addresses the third part of an effort that is creating a tool suite for experience developers (Wade et al., 2016). In the early part of the overall effort, the tools were identified in relation to the experience components used in the SEEA. The tool suite consist of the following:

- Simulation Modeler – GUI tool for building and testing system dynamics simulation models
  - Sim Builder – Simulation model builder using libraries/templates
  - Sim Tuner – Parameter tuner that automates the tuning of parameters to yield desired out-puts via batch processing of different combinations of settings
- Chart Designer – Automates design of simulation output charts
- Experience Builder – Integrates the Phase and Event Editor, and the Artifact Integrator
  - Phase Editor – GUI-based tool for phase, cycle and event specification, with code generation
  - Event Editor – GUI or text-based tool to specify events and their triggers, with code generation
  - User Interface Editor – GUI tool to support tailoring the user interface to the specific experience and simulation(s) involved
  - Artifact Integrator – Application that allows designer to take artifact files, such as design documents and enter them into the EA application with automatic recompilation and re-linking
- Learning Assessor – Assessment tool-suite that provides automated performance scoring and decision comparisons against proven baselines

Each of the tools maps to a particular set of components in the overall SEEA architecture, as shown in Figure 1. For instance, the simulation tools map to the simulation models and chart outputs (artifacts). The experience builder tools map to experience master, NPC library and dialog, and artifacts.

Figure 1. Relationship between tools and SEEA components
In addition, the SEEA learner interface technology needs to be upgraded from Flash to HTML5. This is critical for Section 508 compliance, and is a requirement for U.S. Government use.

Finally, the tools will be evaluated by users who intend to develop their own experiences apart from the current UAV experience.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. The research hypothesis is discussed first, along with measurable outcomes and the overall research goal. Then each set of tools is presented in turn – Simulation Modeler, Experience Builder, and Learning Assessor. Afterward, the upgrade of the SEEA infrastructure to HTML5 is described. The evaluation of the tools is provided next. Finally, the Conclusions and future research are presented.

**RESEARCH OVERVIEW**

This project seeks to create a set of tools to enhance capabilities to rapidly and cost-effectively create experience modules that can be used by the current generic Experience Accelerator technology set to deliver a variety of learning experiences tuned to the needs of particular workforces. In addition to evolving the tools that were developed in EA Tools Parts 1 and 2, the EA infrastructure needs to be updated by having the EA user interface transitioned from Flash to HTML5. This transition will provide the ability to use a wide variety of HTML5 development tools, greatly improving the ease of rapidly updating the learner interface and its artifacts. HTML5 also facilitates the development of artifacts and user interface updates, enables the SEEA to support a wider range of client devices (iPads, iPhones, etc.) and is critical for Section 508 compliance, which is a requirement for US Government use.

**Problem Statement:** Traditional systems engineering education is not adequate to meet the emerging challenges faced by the Department of Defense and others in system acquisition and sustainment. New educational technologies such as the Systems Engineering Experience Accelerator hold the promise of facilitating a rapid skill and experience accumulation for the workforce to meet these challenges. However, to have scalable effect, such technologies cannot rely on extensive programming and low-level code development to create a rich set of experiential learning modules needed to accelerate systems engineering workforce development.

**Hypothesis:** The Experience Accelerator technology will scale to support a community of developers engaged in creating modules for their organizations’ use if tools are developed that allow educators and other non-programmers to create, maintain and evolve experiential learning modules.

**Measurable Outcomes:** The outcomes from this research will be measured in two main ways. First, educators and others interested in creating experiential learning modules will provide qualitative feedback on the effectiveness and efficiency of the Experience Accelerator toolset in creating experiential learning modules based on their use of the design and development tools. Second, the number of such developers who commit to create modules for their organizations’
use will be tracked, as well as the number of organizations and variety of different application areas.

**Research Goal:** Validate the hypothesis through the creation of design and development tools for experiential learning modules that maximally leverage the current Experience Accelerator research, technology and content.

The following is a description of the features and capabilities that will be developed in Part 3. All of these feature have been completed with the exception of the development of additional phases of simulation library sub-models, and the release of the tools. The Experience Builder NPC Editor was developed, which was not on the original development list in the proposal. These three items are noted below.

**Simulation Tools**

**Sim Builder**
- **Initial library of sub-models.** An initial library of sub-models for experiences will be created.
  - The simulation model that supports the Phase-2 portion of the current UAV experience will be re-designed so that selected elements are modeled via sub-models. These sub-models will be archived into an initial library.
  - Additional phases of the current experience will likewise be developed in a modular manner using sub-models, and these will be archived. – *This work is dependent on RT167 and will be completed when the dependencies are completed.*
  - A set of generic sub-models for systems engineering modeling will be identified and developed for the library.

**Sim Tuner**
- **Intelligence for variable/constant changes.** The user should receive intelligence as to the effect of changes in various variables and constants on other variables based on dependencies.
- **Obviousness of changes.** When the user makes a change, the effect should be made obvious, for instance, using a before-and-after representation.

**Chart Designer**
- **Interface for chart design.** The user should have an intuitive interface for designing charts, building on the initial prototype.
  - Provide means for specifying scaling of axes (e.g., zero-to-max, min-to-max, min-to-max-plus-10%-on-each-side, etc.).
  - Provide means for specifying program vs. phase durations.
  - Provide means for specifying plans on charts for TPMs/KPPs, etc.
Release
- Transition tools. Transition simulation tools to the INCOSE system dynamics community. This will be done after the completion of project.

Experience Builder Tools:
- Documentation/guidance for end to end experience building using the toolset
- HTML5 tool identification and pilot use for building interactive UIs (e.g., screens, dashboards, recommendation forms, etc.)
- Non-Player Character Editor for creating and editing NPCs. This was an addition to the original work plan.

Learning Assessor Tool:
- New user interface for Learning Assessor Tools

EA Infrastructure:
- Conversion from Flash to HTML5
  - Move appropriate client functionality to server
  - Conversion of current artifacts
  - Rebuild dialog engine for HTML5

Simulation Modeler

The simulation modeler provides tools for the experience designer to create simulation models used in the SEEA. These simulation models are executed by the SEEA to advance the state of the simulated world in time. For instance, in the UAV experience, the simulated world consists of the development program. The simulation models represent this world and advance its state over time through execution one of the models.

The learner has control over some of the variables in the simulation model. At decision points during the experience, the learner enters recommendations, which may change the values of variables or parameters in the simulation. Such changes alter the state trajectory of the simulated world. Ideally, such changes would address problems. However, the learner may discover that the problems are not addressed adequately, or that new problems are created.

The simulation models are based on the systems dynamics paradigm of simulation (CITE). In system dynamics, a flow system is used to model state changes in the world. Rates at which flow occurs are governed by equations. These equations can be used to model positive feedback loops, in which a particular phenomenon may grow. Likewise, they may be used to model negative feedback loops, in which a steady-state is achieved. In addition to feedback loops, such phenomena as lags and communication overhead can be represented.

System dynamics has been applied a variety of domains. Relevant to the SEEA are domains such as project management and earned value management (CITE).
PRIOR WORK

Previously, two main tools were developed under the Simulation Modeler (CITE prior reports). The Sim Builder provides a graphical user interface for building systems dynamics models. Prior work focused on improving the existing tool by adding sub-models and other features to enable model modularity and reuse through model component libraries. The Sim Tuner allows the experience designer to execute simulation models outside of the SEEA to see how they behave over time. Variables and parameters can then be adjusted to achieve desired behavior. In addition, the designer can take the role of the learner and test different possible learner recommendations to see how they impact the overall performance measures of interest in the experience.

In addition to the Sim Builder and Sim Tuner, a prototype tool was developed to allow the experience designer to specify charts. This tool, the Chart Designer, was matured in the current effort.

SIM BUILDER

Work on the Sim Builder focused on developing sub-models, with the following tasks being identified.

1. Initial library of sub-models. An initial library of sub-models for experiences will be created.

A variety of sub-models have been created for the sub-model library. These focus on the Phase-2 simulation model for the current UAV experience and include technical performance and key performance parameter (TPM/KPP) sub-models and earned value management (EVM) sub-models. Figure 2 shows two sub-models. The one on the left is the range sub-model for the UAV development effort. The one on the right is the weight sub-model. The weight sub-model addresses weight growth and weight reduction efforts for the empty UAV. It feeds into the range sub-model via a shared node (shown in green).
In addition to the sub-model development, two code development tasks were identified and addressed. These are in addition to the original work plan.

- The interface for the Sim Builder was modified so that the user can select a sub-model and open a new window with just that sub-model for editing. This is a useful feature for editing complex sub-models.

- A new feature was added to the variable initialization between phases allowing more complex functions to be included.

SIM TUNER

New functionalities for the Sim Tuner focused on aiding the experience designer when he or she is tuning a model. The following tasks were identified.

1. Intelligence for variable/constant changes. The user should receive intelligence as to the effect of changes in various variables and constants on other variables based on dependencies.

2. Obviousness of changes. When the user makes a change, the effect should be made obvious, for instance, using a before-and-after representation.

A new feature was implemented to provide the experience designer with intelligence on the relationships between variables. Given an even moderately complex model, such relationships are not necessarily obvious. The Sim Tuner executes the simulation and graphs variables of interest (selected by the experience designer) for testing a model. When the graph is displayed, the interface also displays a legend above the graph denoting first-order relationships between the variable of interest and other variables. This is depicted in Figure 3. The variable ACWP_S1
is being graphed. It is shown as being dependent on parameters Labor_Cost_Rookies_S1 and Labor_Cost_Pros_S1. This is a positive relationship, so that if these two parameters are increased, then ACWP_S1 increases.

![Image of graph showing relationship between ACWP_S1, Labor_Cost_Rookies_S1, and Labor_Cost_Pros_S1]

**Figure 3. Intelligence for variable relationships**

This feature works only for first-order relationships due to the complexity of the logic that would be required to represent the potential higher order relationships (e.g., variable A depends on variable B, which depends on variable C, etc.).

To support the obviousness of changes, a new interface system was developed. When examining how a change in a variable (or variables) impacts model output, the experience designer executes the model with an initial set of values for these variables in the Sim Tuner. The designer can then return to the Sim Builder interface to enter a new set of values. After performing this function, the designer then returns to the Sim Tuner interface to execute the model with the new values. The output chart interface contains two charts, one for the initial variable values and one for the revised values.

Figure 4 shows the new interface for variable change analysis. The lower chart shows the original output. The upper chart shows output using revised values of variables.
The main goal of this effort with respect to the Chart Designer was to mature the prototype developed previously. The following tasks were identified.

1. Interface for chart design. The user should have an intuitive interface for designing charts, building on the initial prototype.
   - Provide means for specifying scaling of axes (e.g., zero-to-max, min-to-max, plus-10%-on-each-side, etc.).
   - Provide means for specifying program vs. phase durations.
   - Provide means for specifying plans on charts for TPMs/KPPs, etc.

The initial graphical user interface was completely redesigned, since the original one was implemented mainly for demonstrating proof-of-concept. Since the chart specification files use an XML schema, the graphical user interface was designed to support creating and editing the features above.

Figure 5 shows the interface for the Chart Designer. The experience designer selects the Chart Designer from the main Sim Builder interface, it creates a new chart file associated with the model file that currently is open. The designer can then start populating different charts. Each chart has a set of information associated with it that is entered first – name, chartID, file name (for output file), x-axis label, y-axis label, global (i.e., whether the chart is for the current experience phase or whether it spans the different phases), and pr (i.e., whether the chart has a
variable that will be used as the 100% mark so that other variables can be compared to it using a percentage scale on the right-side y-axis).

![Chart Designer Interface](image)

**Figure 5. Chart designer interface**

In Figure 5 above, the chart information has been entered. The pop-up dialog is now allowing the designer to select variables from the model file to be graphed in the chart. The designer will be queried to provide a label for the variable that will be used in the chart legend.

The designer can also enter plans for the different variables being charted. For instance, this may correspond to a plan for the weight of an aircraft system during development. There may be some anticipated weight growth that needs to be included. Since more than one chart may share a particular plan, the Chart Designer lets the experience designer create a library of plans. This library is on the left side of the interface. Each plan consists of a series of segments, each with a length and slope. Thus, the interface accommodates the designer’s entering a series of connected line segments. The designer can then select a plan from this library for inclusion in any particular chart.

Figure 6 illustrates one of the simulation output charts. This chart shows the weight of an aircraft system as the program unfolds. The current design weight is being tracked. The weight threshold maximum is the upper limit on allowable values for the weight. It is pegged at 100% on the right-side y-axis (i.e., it is set as the “pr” variable for the chart). Thus, one can see how the current design weight relates to this threshold as a percentage instead of only being able to compare their magnitudes. The weight plan is allowing for weight growth. However, the current weight is spiking well above the plan, indicating an issue to be addressed. This particular chart covers the various phases for the program (i.e., the “global” indicator is set to “y” for this chart). It could also be set so that just charts the particular phase (from PDR to CDR).
Once the experience designer is finished specifying a chart, the chart file is saved and is available for use in the SEEA.

**UNIT TESTING AND INTEGRATION TESTING**

During the development of the Simulation Modeler tools, unit testing and integration testing were performed. Unit testing was performed when a new feature was added to ensure that it performed as intended. Integration testing was performed, as well, to ensure that changes did not adversely affect existing functionality in the tools. During this process, a variety of defects were identified and remediated.

**EXPERIENCE BUILDING TOOLS**

The experience building tools provide multiple options for experience designers to alter different aspects of the experience. The tools utilize the SEEA architecture design and allow experience designers to change the built-in experience. They also provide the capabilities necessary to create a new experience from scratch.

The target users of the experience building tools are educators and experience designers without significant knowledge of the SEEA design. There is no requirement for the target users to have programming skills. Therefore, the experience building tools utilize a user friendly design with a graphical user interface and simple actions such as drag and drop.
The experience building tools including the Phase Editor, Event Editor and Artifact Integrator are focusing on the implementation of the experience design. The Phase Editor allows experience designers to customize the experience flow. The Event Editor provides experience designers with the ability to create scripted events. Finally, the Artifact Integrator supports the integration of new materials into an experience with permission control and content creation functionalities.

**Prior Work**

Previously, three tools were developed under the Experience Building Tools. The Phase Editor provides a graphical user interface for building the SEEA experience from the finite state machine perspective. Prior work focused on completing the main features of the existing tools. The Event Editor allows the experience designer to create, edit and manage experience events that can be used by the SEEA. During this research period, the Event Editor was refined. The Artifact Integrator tool provides the experience designer with a graphical means to manage artifacts in an experience; user files, emails and voicemails can be managed and adjusted to achieve desired experience.

All of the tools have matured during this research period. New features were added to the integrated tool set, which were used, evaluated and refined.

**Integrated Toolset**

During this research period, the three major tools were combined into a single integrated toolset. The major functionalities were combined and integrated. This effort reduced abundant code and provided a streamlined user experience.

The experience building tools provide multiple options for experience designers to alter different aspects of the experience. The tools utilize the SEEA architecture design and allow experience designers to change the built-in experience. They also provide the capability to create a new experience from scratch.

The target user of the experience building tools are educators and experience designers without significant knowledge of the SEEA design. There is no requirement for them to have programming skills. Therefore, the experience building tools utilized user friendly design with graphical user interface and simple actions like drag and drop.

**Phase Editor** – This tool provides the ability to change the finite state machine that controls the phases within an SEEA experience. For example, the project phases can be customized to new domains and environments and can be constructed to represent state changes that are not affiliated with formal project states. For existing experience modification, the Phase Editor can be used to change the available events, available NPCs and number of cycles for a specific phase.

Figure 7 shows the graphical user interface of the Phase Editor.
The Phase Editor presents the experience designer with a canvas that utilizes drag and drop action to easily create experience flows with phase and sub-phases. For each phase and sub-phase, an experience designer can specify name, starting time, available NPCs, events that may be triggered and the number of cycles learner will go through. By connecting phases and sub-phases on the canvas, an experience designer could create a phase sequence for an experience that can be saved and exported for later use.

The Phase Editor also supports modification of existing phase/sub-phases. Importing an XML formatted Phase Data File will input the configuration of an existing phase with name, time, NPC and events data for modification.

**Event Editor** – This tool provides the capability to create and edit events during an experience and the activities that may trigger them. For example, a phone call from the learner’s supervisor can be triggered based on a decision made by the learner or the state of the project. Figure 8 shows a screenshot of the Event Editor.

By using the Event Editor, an experience designer can create/modify events using the condition and action panel. Inside the condition panel, an event ID, condition type and properties related to the selected event type are needed. Condition type indicates the type of the triggers that will be fired. The action panel provides the options of action type and action properties.
Artifact Integrator – This tool provides an experience designer with the ability to quickly upload an experience change, be it a new artifact such as a document, report, or a change phase and or event, and test the results without having to do any programming. Figure 9 shows the graphic user interface of the Artifact Integrator.

The functions of Artifact Integrator are separated into four groups as follows:

- **Learner File System by Phase** - This function provides an experience designer with the ability to set the availabilities of textual and graphical materials by phase. It is also possible to create permission settings that grants learners access to specific materials only when certain criteria are met.

- **Emails** - The Artifact Integrator provides functions to create, edit and remove emails in a SEEA experience. Experience designers can create new emails by adding email ID, sender/contact, subject and email body. The Email body supports the use of variables that support the creation of dynamic content based on experience status.

- **Voicemails** - Voicemail creation is similar to that of the email creation. However, voicemails can only be sent by a Non-Player Character (NPC), whereas emails can be sent by other learners as well.

- **PDF File Conversion and Integration** - Since the technology used in the client-side graphical user interface does not directly support PDF formatted files, the Artifact Integrator supports an embedded PDF file conversion function to reduce the effort necessary to add new learner accessible materials to the experience.
- **NPC Character** - This function enables the experience designer to create new non-player-characters. Available character properties are ID, first name, last name, title, display name, calendar name, and picture.

![Figure 9: Artifact Integrator User Interface](image)

**UNIT TESTING AND INTEGRATION TESTING**

During the development of the Experience Building tools, unit testing and integration testing were performed. Unit testing was performed when a new feature was added to ensure that it performed as intended. Integration testing was performed, as well, to ensure that changes did not adversely affect existing functionality in the tools. During this process, a variety of defects were identified and remediated.

**LEARNING ASSESSMENT TOOLS**

The Learning Assessment Tools measure the efficacy of the experiences by analyzing the data recorded throughout the learners’ participation. Traditionally, learning assessment has been done through examinations and experts’ reviews and opinions on students’ work. However, most approaches emphasize comparing learners’ performance against those of the experts’ and less
about the evaluating the actual learning performance of individuals. There has been much research in the domain of systems engineering education attempting to find the best way to assess students’ understanding and learning about systems engineering [17-30]. Though simulation has been widely adapted by systems engineering learning, it has yet to be used to assess learner competencies and learnings performance in systems engineering and technical leadership learning.

Learning assessment is a critical component of accelerated learning. It is imperative to understand individual learning and the efficacy of the various learning experiences. This is critical both in determining the capabilities of the learner, but also enable the continual improvement of the capabilities of the learning experience.

**Prior Work**

In previous phases, research was done to create the high-level design of the Learning Assessor. A Learning Assessor prototype was then developed and demonstrated. The current effort involves the continued development of the Learning Assessor tool, assessing its capabilities through external evaluation, and determining desired features for future development.

**Functionality**

**Learning Assessment Tools** – This tool analyzes the subject’s activities, decisions, project performance and self-assessments to determine the subject’s competency and learning level achieved. This work involves the development of the logging ability to collect and record the subject’s inputs, and a tool to analyze the results. The SEEA infrastructure has been updated to perform the data logging and collection task. The tool is capable of importing the recorded learner data and performing visualization tasks to help experience designers and instructors understand the learners’ performance.

Implemented functionalities are (see Figures 7, 8 and 9):

- Collect and format experience data from EA and process data
- Visualize the data gathered from users’ experience
- Display users’ decision making data
- Compare one experience against another (historic experience or experts’ experience)
- Compare students’ data within a class against each other in stack chart
New functionalities for the learning assessment tool focused on aiding the instructors and teachers when he or she is analyzing the students’ performance and decision making data.
UNIT TESTING AND INTEGRATION TESTING

During the development of the Learning Assessment tools, unit testing and integration testing were performed. Unit testing was performed when a new feature was added to ensure that it performed as intended. Integration testing was performed, as well, to ensure that changes did not adversely affect existing functionality in the tools. During this process, a variety of defects were identified and remediated.

INFRASTRUCTURE UPGRADE

During the Part 3 project development, the EA infrastructure was updated by having the EA user interface transitioned from Flash to HTML5. This transition provides the ability to use a wide variety of HTML5 development tools, and greatly improving the ease of rapidly updating the learner interface and its artifacts. HTML5 also facilitates the development of artifacts and user interface updates, enables the SEEA to support a wider range of client devices (iPads, iPhones, etc.) and is critical for Section 508 compliance, which is a requirement for US Government use.

PRIOR WORK

Prior work involved updating the infrastructure, including both the server and client end, to support the use of the tools. The updates include the support to use experience building tools which required updates in the server side code to allow external configurations in the learning experiences. The infrastructure also been provides some of the required updates to allow data recording for the use of the learning assessment tool.

FUNCTIONALITY

The following are the functions that were completed in the Experience Accelerator infrastructure to support the new tools:

- **Update of network protocol from TCP socket to Websocket** - The prior Java TCP socket protocol is not compatible with HTML5 and Javascript. For the HTML5 version to work, a new Websocket protocol based on the HTTP server was developed. The updated server supports the Websocket protocol and thus supports the HTML5 version of the EA.

- **Move certain client functionalities to server side** - The server infrastructure was updated to include multiple client functionalities to make the HTML5 version possible.

- **Conversion of current artifacts** - The current artifacts were converted to support the HTML5 version of EA. This involves the conversion of documents from SWF format to the PDF format. Also some form files were recreated in HTML5 format.
- **Rebuild dialog engine for HTML5** - The dialog engine has been rebuilt and updated for supporting the HTML5 version of the EA. The server dialog parser also was updated to support JSON format of dialog files.

### Unit Testing and Integration Testing

During the development of the infrastructure upgrade, unit testing and integration testing were performed. Unit testing was performed when a new feature was added to ensure that it performed as intended. Integration testing was performed, as well, to ensure that changes did not adversely affect existing functionality in the tools. During this process, a variety of defects were identified and remediated.

### Evaluation via Experience Development

The evaluation of the tools was conducted with users and potential users of the SEEA. This section presents the results of these evaluations.

### Expert Evaluation of Simulation Tools via Wright Brothers Experience

The simulation tools were evaluated by a simulation expert through development of a simulation model to support a new learning experience involving the Wright Brothers and their design and development of new aircraft systems. This is based on an existing assignment used by the Defense Acquisition University (DAU).

#### Background

The DAU assignment focuses on how the Wright Brothers modified the designs of their existing fliers to meet requirements for a new flier that would be purchased by the U.S. Army. In a five-month development process, they had to meet requirements for range, flight time and speed. The assignment focuses on several facets of what the Wright Brothers needed to accomplish:

- What design decisions should be made to modify the current flier designs to meet new requirements for key performance parameters and technical performance measures?

- How should the work be scheduled and the budget allocated?

- What risks are there, and how should they be managed?

In the assignment, student learners are given a workbook with various artifacts (e.g., original values for KPPs/TPMs and the relationships between them, potential schedules and budgets, etc.). They are then asked to examine these artifacts and answer a series of questions.
Thus, this is a static exercise. The intent here is to use this assignment as the basis for a learning experience in the SEEA. This entails converting the paper assignment into a dynamic experience that plays out over time with changing states and learner input decisions.

**SIMULATION MODEL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS**

To reduce scope, the focus was limited to the key performance parameters (KPPs) and technical performance measures (TPMs). A simulation model was created to represent the relationship between lift, drag, propulsion and weight. A static relationship diagram for these factors is included in the DAU assignment. This provides clues to the learner that the two factors are critical to improving the range to meet the ranger requirement of 125 miles are (i) decreasing weight and (ii) increasing lift or decreasing drag. The Wright Brothers decreased the weight of the flyer that they used as the starting point, and they also increased its wing area (providing additional lift).

A simulation model was created using the Simulation Modeler that incorporates lift, drag, propulsion efficiency and weight. The simulation model uses the Breguet range equation for propeller aircraft as the computational engine for the model. The model is depicted in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Wright Brothers KPP/TPM model](image)

The variable Range tracks the current estimate for range of the flyer. The variable Range_Target is set at 125 miles (i.e., the requirement). The specific fuel consumption (SFC) and propeller efficiency (Propeller_Efficiency) affect range, but it is assumed that these items are not subject to being modified.

The equation considers the empty weight of the aircraft (Weight_Empty), the weight of fuel (Weight_Fuel), and the weight of passengers (Weight_Passengers). The empty weight starts at
860 lbs. There is a requirement to carry 350 lbs. in passenger weight. Fuel weight is assumed to be 500 lbs. The learner can seek to reduce the empty weight of the flyer. Similarly, the lift-to-drag ratio (Lift_To_Drag_Ratio) can be modified by the learner to represent the effect of increased wing surface area. It starts at 8.30. (Note: the ratio is dimensionless.)

The simulation model has a set of two variables for each of these decisions. For decreased empty weight, the learner activates the Empty_Weight_Improvement_On variable, and also sets the Weight_Empty_Target variable to the desired weight. The Empty_Weight_Improvement_On variable is a binary variable set originally to zero (i.e., no weight improvement effort underway). Setting it to one enables the weight improvement. For increased lift-to-drag ratio, the learner sets the Lift_To_Drag_Ratio_Improvement_On variable, and also sets the Lift_To_Drag_Ratio_Target variable to the desired value. The Lift_To_Drag_Ratio_Improvement_On variable is a binary that represents whether there is an active effort to improve the lift-to-drag ratio.

Using the Sim Tuner, we can see the effect of enabling a weight improvement program for the flyer with a target empty weight of 800 lbs. It is assumed that weight reductions are found gradually over the course of the five-month development program (150 days on the x-axis). This is shown in Figure 11.

Similarly, we can see the effect of enabling a lift-to-drag ratio improvement program over the five-month program in Figure 12. The ratio starts at 8.30, and the learner sets a target of 9.90.
Of course, the learner is concerned with meeting the overall range requirement of 125 miles. If we combine the weight improvement program and the lift-to-drag ratio improvement program, we can see the improvement in range over the five-month program in Figure 13. The learner has just exceeded the requirement.

We can ask what happens if the learner enables only one of these programs, say the lift-to-drag ratio improvement program. Figure 14 shows the resulting range improvement without the weight improvement. Obviously, the improvement effort falls short.
In this example model, the learner was able to modify both TPMs so that the overall KPP requirement was met. It is possible that the flyer is such that the lift-to-drag ratio cannot exceed a certain amount. The model can be designed so that this constraint is in place.

Note that the designer uses the Sim Builder to build the model and the Sim Tuner to test its behavior. In the SEEA, the learner would enter inputs via a recommendation form, and the SEEA application would change the values of the variables input into the simulation model.

Overall, the tools proved useful in developing a model to support a Wright Brothers experience in the span of approximately two hours.

**NOVICE EVALUATION OF SIMULATION TOOLS VIA WRIGHT BROTHERS EXPERIENCE**

The tools were also evaluated by a Defense Acquisition University (DAU) instructor who was not familiar with simulation or system dynamics. The tools and the model file for the Wright Brothers experience were provided, as well as documentation. This section provides details of the results of the review. Summarizing, the tools were relatively straightforward in understanding how they work, given the limited time spent in training. However, there is a gap between this and the user being able to develop a new model or extend an existing one without training and/or additional mentoring. The user makes several recommendations in this regard for deployment at DAU.

1. **Evaluation goals and objectives**
   The goal of this evaluation is to evaluate the use of the SystemDynamics tool. The objective of this evaluation is to evaluate the instructions and ease of use to develop experience supporting charts demonstrating decision impacts.
2. **Initial product assessments**
   The product did appear easy to use with the one-on-one guidance from an expert user. Once the novice user was on their own the development was difficult. A significant amount of time is required to obtain enough experience to properly use the SystemDynamics tool. The tutorial material available explains the use of the SystemsDynamic tool, but there is not a reference document provided to explain the product interface between the SystemsDynamic output and the Systems Engineering Experience Accelerator. The tool will be very difficult to use by individuals without modeling or programming experience.

3. **Additional products or currently deployed solutions within the sponsor’s environment worth considering**
   N/A

4. **Considerations/requirements for the sponsor’s environment**
   The experience developer responsibilities require additional consideration. The current DAU ENG301 course has a significant amount of faculty responsibility in executing the course offering and it is unreasonable to expect faculty members to invest the time and labor necessary to become an expert user.

   We may consider developing a specific SEEA team at DAU to manage and develop experiences. It is unreasonable to expect a single point of contact to maintain these responsibilities.

5. **Evaluation criteria and the test plan**
   Step 1: Expert user provided novice user with training/tutorial materials. The following training materials were readily available, but it is recommended that specific tailored training materials be developed to aid the DAU user to understand the use and interfaces of the SystemsDynamic tool.

   - **60 Minutes of reading and following examples**
     - System Dynamic Simulation Builder documentation: Easy to follow instructions
     - Youtube tutorial
       [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ArCpFZVVas](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ArCpFZVVas)
     - Anylogic tutorial (commercial software)
     - 11 + 10 +15 Minutes = 36 Minutes
     - iThink tutorial (commercial software)
       [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3pPQk5Opc8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3pPQk5Opc8)
       [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jehYN3yULHo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jehYN3yULHo)
       [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeopppYOoE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeopppYOoE)
Step 2: Expert user provided one-on-one time using Webex share screen with the novice user. This guidance was easy to follow. Basic examples were explored and found to be informative.

Step 3: The expert user provided the novice user a SystemsDynamic product, Range, to evaluate and recommended to develop a similar product. After approximately four hours of reviewing the Range product and attempting to develop a Weight product to interface with the Range product, the novice user was unsuccessful.

SIMULATION TOOLS EVALUATION VIA SYSTEMS THINKING APPLICATION

Finally, the simulation tools were evaluated by a Ph.D student at Stevens Institute of Technology, who is using the SEEA for his research and is building an experience to evaluate systems thinking skills. Overall, he expressed interest in using the Simulation Modeler tools for his research. The student provided detailed suggestions and recommendations mainly related to usability and navigation. The details are provided in Appendix C, along with updates for those that have been addressed. The recommendations fall into three broad categories summarized below.

- User interface – most recommendations focused on improvements to the user interface, such as zoom, context menus for model elements, location of menu-bar functions, resizing the screen, labels for various items, resizing model elements, etc.

- Model editing functions – several recommendations addressed the editing of models, in particular deleting of dependent model elements and selection of multiple model elements.

- New/upgraded features/functions – two features and functions were recommended: separating the validate function out from model read/save, and enriching the sub-model function so that sub-models can be organized into graphical “maps” showing their relationships with the ability to zoom/unzoom and shrink/enlarge sub-models and model elements. The latter is particularly challenging, but could be a very useful addition to the tools.

Due to time limitations, most of these could not be addressed in this research period, but serve as recommendations for future work.
EVALUATION OF EXPERIENCE BUILDING TOOLS

The evaluation of the experience building tools was conducted with users and potential users of the SEEA. This section presents the results of evaluations of tool use in the development of three new experiences: UK MoD HMS Tempest, Project Robot, and Wright Brothers.

EXPERIENCE BUILDING TOOLS EVALUATION VIA UK MoD HMS TEMPEST EXPERIENCE

The UK MoD HMS Tempest Experience focuses on a submarine maintenance scenario where the learner is responsible for finding issues with the submarine by communicating with other personnel in the team. Failing to communicate with peers in a timely fashion results in a catastrophic outcome. Since this experience design does not require a simulation engine, experience creation required only the utilization of the experience building tools. The creation of this experience demonstrated how the tools can be used to help the creation of new experiences.

The experience is divided into five phases:

- **New User Orientation Phase** – Welcomes the learner and provides the learner background information about the situation.

- **Start of Experience Phase** – The experience starts with a phone call indicating a potential threat.

- **Investigation Phase** – The learner investigates the potential issues by communicating with peers in a timely and appropriate manner.

- **Reporting phase** – The learner reports to the chief engineer about the investigation and makes recommendations.

- **Debriefing Phase** – Depending on the learner’s actions, different outcomes will result and the learner receives feedback about his/her experience performance.

For the new user orientation phase, an email is sent to the learner requiring him/her to read through five technical documents and proceed. Artifact Integrator was used to convert and integrate the PDF formatted documents. The email was composed in Artifact Integrator and then referenced from Event Editor where the email event was created. One limitation of the tools is that they currently do not support the creation of user interface elements, therefore some coding efforts were needed to create a proceed button on the user interface (UI). Figure 15 shows a phone call event in new user orientation phase.
For the start of experience phase, the commercial tool *Chat Mapper* was used to create the phone call from the delivery team leader asking for recommendations on whether a situation
should be ignored. Event Editor was used to create the phone call and email events for this phase. Figure 16 shows the dialogue between the learner and delivery team leader during the start of experience phase.

Figure 17 shows the start of the investigation phase where a message directing the tasks for the learner is displayed. For the investigation phase, Chat Mapper was used to create phone call dialogs between the learner and NPC. Event Editor was used to create email and NPC events. These events are variable based and triggered by user actions.

The creation of the reporting phase involves composing dialogues. The available dialogue options are based on the results from the investigation phase. Event Editor and Chat Mapper are utilized in creating this phase.

Figure 17 HMS Tempest Experience Investigation Phase

The debriefing phase requires the use of Artifact Integrator and Event Editor to create feedback messages based on user performance. Figure 18 shows the final news briefing page for the experience where the learner will learn the outcomes of their decision making process.
After the creation of events and artifacts, Phase Editor is used to connect the phases together and assign events and available NPCs.

**EXPERIENCE BUILDING TOOLS EVALUATION VIA PROJECT ROBOT EXPERIENCE**

The experience building tools were also evaluated by two masters students at Stevens Institute of Technology, who are using the SEEA for their special problem course. Students are building an Experience Accelerator Challenge Experience, focusing on decision making and resource allocation, which is based on *Project Robot*, developed by Ross Arnold which was a co-winner of the Stevens School of Systems and Enterprises Experience Accelerator contest in 2010. The overall goal of the learner experience is to create a robot with medium speed, high maneuverability, with high defense, and medium to low weight. The experience is populated with NPC dialogues, random events, available documentations and stakeholder updates. These experience elements were developed using the experience building tools. Figure 19 shows the design concept of the experience user interface.
The Project Robot was designed to be the simulation of a 10-year project. The experience is divided into seven phases, with the first three phases having four subphases each. Shown in Figure 20, the experience structure was implemented using the Phase Editor tool. Phases 1-3 are mapped to years 1-3 with each subphase representing a quarter. Phases 4-6 are mapped to years 4-9 with each phase representing a two year span. The final phase is year 10.

Available documentations and stakeholder updates are designed using the artifact management tool. PDF files are imported using the tool and assigned to different phases. Stakeholders will act as NPCs in the experience through phone calls. NPCs are designed using the NPC creation function in the artifact management tool, and the dialogues are designed using the third-party tool Chat Mapper.
The experience is still under development at this point. Overall the tools received positive feedbacks from the students. The students also provided recommendations for future improvement. Due to time constraints, most of the recommended changes will be addressed in future development. The following are the detailed feedbacks from the students:

“After using this tool just for a few hours, I have some feedback on possible improvements. This tool is very straightforward and easy to use but there are a few things that could be updated from a user standpoint. While editing in the phase section, if a phase/subphase is previously selected, the user must click off to a blank space before selecting another phase/subphase to edit. Also the phases will get highlighted and stay highlighted simply just by dragging your mouse past the phase/subphase.

Another update would be to make the phase name appear to the user visually on the phase block rather than just the word “phase” or “subphase” for each one.

Lastly a help section should be added which details how each section should be used properly and what each variable means. This includes detailing how to use the events management as well as the artifacts section. The different types of events are very confusing without documentation explaining them. Overall this toolbox makes it much easier for a non-programmer to build a significant portion of the game.”
EXPERT EVALUATION OF EXPERIENCE BUILDING TOOLS VIA WRIGHT BROTHERS EXPERIENCE

The experience building tools were also evaluated through development of a new learning experience involving the Wright Brothers and their design and development of new aircraft systems. This is based on an existing assignment used by the Defense Acquisition University (DAU). The DAU assignment focuses on how the Wright Brothers modified the designs of their existing fliers to meet requirements for a new flier that would be purchased by the U.S. Army. The experience lasts five-month in-game time for the development process.

In the assignment, student learners are given a workbook with various artifacts (e.g., original values for KPPs/TPMs and the relationships between them, potential schedules and budgets, etc.). They are then asked to examine these artifacts and answer a series of questions.

As a five-month long experience, the whole story can be divided into five phases with each phase representing one month of development time for the Wright brothers. Student learners will be required to go through the artifacts and then make decisions on design changes. At the beginning of each phase, learners can retrieve important information about the project and the army’s requirements by examining the updated artifacts, NPC dialogues and flying machine status. They then need to make decisions on possible changes to be made to the project. After each phase, the learner’s input will be input into the simulator which will then be updated to the new status of the project and attributes of the flying machine.

The Phase Editor tool can be used to create the baseline structure of the experience. Figure 21 shows the design of the experience implemented using Phase Editor tool. The experience consists of five development phases, with each phase lasting one month. The available NPCs and events are set as well.

![Figure 21 Baseline Structure of the Wright Brothers Experience](image)

For creating and importing artifacts, the Artifact Management tool can be used to populate the experience with emails, voicemails, PDF files and non-player characters. In the case of this
experience which predates computers and the internet, voicemail features are not used and the email feature can be treated as postal mails or telegrams.

The Artifact Management tool can be used to import the artifacts into the EA format, which can be made available to the students at certain stage of the experience. Figure 22 shows the tool for importing the PDF documents for Wright Brothers Experience.

The documents are then assigned to Phase 0 of the experience using the Phases section in the Artifact Management tool. Figure 23 shows the documents assigned to Phase 0 using the phase files function.
To implement the dialogues with non-player characters (NPCs), the NPCs should be designed first. Figure 24 demonstrates the NPC creation for the experience. The created NPCs are General Frank Lahm, Congressman Robert Nervin, and Lieutenant Thomas Selfridge. The tool supports the configuration of NPCs’ IDs, Names, Titles and photos.
Telegrams or postal mails can be created in the Email section of the Artifact Management tool. Figure 25 is the screenshot of creating a postal mail from Wilbur Wright.

After the implementation of artifacts, the next step in experience design is event designing where the Event Management tool was used to create/mange events. Figure 26 presents the event creation of a mail event using the Event Management tool. These events can then be added into phases and subphases using the Phase Editor tool.
Figure 25 Mail Creation using Artifact Management Tool

Figure 26 Event Editor Tool for Event Creation
Novice Evaluation of Experience Building Tools via Wright Brothers Experience

The following are the evaluation results from the Wright Brothers Experience.

1. Evaluation goals and objectives
   The goal of this evaluation is to evaluate the use of the Experience Building Tool. The objective of this evaluation is to evaluate the instructions and ease of use to develop a simulated experience demonstrating decision impacts.

2. Initial product assessments
   The product did appear easy to use with the one-on-one guidance from an expert user. Once the novice user was on their own the development was difficult. A significant amount of time is required to obtain enough experience to properly use the Experience Editor tool. Specific detailed instructions are required to provide the opportunity to develop experiences without expert user assistance.

3. Additional products or currently deployed solutions within the sponsor’s environment worth considering
   N/A

4. Considerations/requirements for the sponsor’s environment
   The experience developer responsibilities require additional consideration. The current DAU ENG301 course has a significant amount of faculty responsibility in executing a course offering and it is unreasonable to expect faculty members to obtain to invest the time and labor necessary to become an expert user.

   We may consider developing a specific SEEA team at DAU to manage and develop experiences. It is unreasonable to expect a single point of contact to maintain these responsibilities.

5. Evaluation criteria and the test plan
   Step 1: Expert user provided one-on-one time using share screen with the novice user. This guidance was easy to follow. Basic examples were explored and found to be informative.

   Step 2: The novice user was provided a descriptive document instructing the user of how to use the Experience Building Tool for the Wright Brothers example experience.

   Step 3: The novice user attempted to build phases and subphases in the Events Management and had the following observations:
   1. Opening/Adding a New Phase and Subphase was clear and consisted of a basic drag and drop action.
2. The information required to build the phase is Name, Time, Contacts, Events, and Cycles.
   a. The Time has the option for Abs or Rel. The user needs additional description on how this impacts the experience.
   b. The Events has the option to Add, Remove, or Refresh. When choosing Add, a list of Events appears. It is unclear if these are default events. The user needs additional description on where these originate or if the user is required to develop a set to choose from.
   c. The Cycle has a field to enter the number of cycles. The user needs additional information on what a cycle consists of and how this field is used.
3. The Import Phase and Import Subphase options appeared to be options to import an existing element already developed and stored on a computer to be chosen by designating a specific file for import.

Step 4: The novice user attempted to build Artifacts in the Artifact Management and had the following observations:

1. Building a new Phase was unclear. It appears that the user can choose a Phase File, but it is unclear how these files are created. In addition the remaining fields require additional descriptions.
2. Building new Emails and Voicemails is unclear. Editing existing Emails and Voicemails appears to be clear and easy to edit.
3. The PDF files can be imported by selecting a file name for import. Additional information is needed to describe the Import SWF option.
4. The NPC option needs additional information to instruct the user to fill out each field and then click Add to save the new NPC.
5. Additional information is required to identify the origination of the CDR Criteria and the possibility of modifying the existing criteria.

**Future Work**

The evaluation of the tools has identified a number of areas for future work. There are two potential research thrusts moving forward. The first is in addressing issues that were identified in the evaluations, but were not addressed due to time constraints. The second is to use and update the tools in the development of a complete, new experience, thus providing a much more comprehensive evaluation.

**Features and Refinements for Simulation Modeler**

Future research for the simulation tools includes the following items:

- Sim Builder
  - Provide additions to sub-model library based on new experiences
Address usability and navigation issues identified in the evaluation but not yet addressed
Add story documentation to sub-models

Sim Tuner
Include a recommendation form-like construct so that learner decisions can be tested more easily
Address usability and navigation issues identified in the evaluation but not yet addressed

Chart Designer
Add color palettes for charts
Address usability and navigation issues identified in the evaluation but not yet addressed

Additional testing and evaluation
Additional DAU personnel
Academic partners (GTRI, NPS, UAH)
Industry partners
System Dynamics Society

Transition tools for use
Deploy via open-source license
Encourage continued use by academic and industry partners
Identify potential new users

FEATURES AND REFINEMENTS FOR EXPERIENCE BUILDING TOOLS AND LEARNING ASSESSOR

Future research for the Experience Building Tools and Learning Assessor includes the following items:

Experience Building Tools
Add capabilities to create project status variable modification
Add functions to support user interface design
Add functionality to remotely integrate changes to server

Learning Assessment Tool
Develop a performance assessment engine which evaluates learners’ competency by comparing their performance to an experts’ one.
Add function to generate an objective score based on the experience performance and decision making process.
Add function to measure the efficacy of the experience by comparing a learner’s performance data with historic data.
Add function to visualize the decision making process of learners.
• Additional testing and evaluation by the following:
  o Stevens Institute of Technology
  o Additional DAU personnel
  o Academic partners (GTRI, NPS, UAH)
  o Industry partners
  o System Engineering Society

• Transition tools for use
  o Deploy via open-source license
  o Encourage continued use by academic and industry partners
  o Identify potential new users

NEW EXPERIENCE DEVELOPMENT

For the first category, it would be illuminating to use the tools to create a full experience based on the Wright Brothers assignment. The simulation model has demonstrated how this can be useful for the learner in terms of understanding a decision input and its effect on the outcome KPPs and TPMs. Similar models can be developed to address the schedule, cost and risk aspects of the Wright Brothers experience. In addition, the experience building tools can be used to design the phases, cycles and events that occur, while incorporating the various artifacts such as the contractual requirements, specifications of the original flyer, and templates for schedule and budget. Non-player characters can be used to provide feedback, hints and information above and beyond the handouts from the paper assignment. Finally, the learning assessor can be used to measure how well the learners have absorbed various concepts and skills.

CONCLUSION

This report has presented results from the third part of a project to create tools to support design, development and measurement of learning of experiences in the Experience Accelerator. Each Part has built on the successful completion of its previous part. The tools development efforts fall into four major categories:

• simulation tools for building and testing simulation models that mimic the behavior and results of acquisition programs that focus on system design and development,

• experience building tools that provide the structure for such system engineering experiences and the events that occur in them,

• learning assessment tools to measure the efficacy of the experience

• EA infrastructure changes to support the tools and evolution of the EA (HTM5 upgrade).

Table 1 shows the work plan for the three parts of the effort.
Table 1. SEEA tool development plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Simulation Tools</th>
<th>Experience Builder Tools</th>
<th>Learning Analysis Tools</th>
<th>EA Infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 1</td>
<td>Develop prototype Sim Builder and Tuner tools</td>
<td>Develop prototype Phase and Event Editor, and/or Artifact Integrator tools</td>
<td>Research and create high level design of Learning Assessor tool</td>
<td>Update EA infrastructure to support tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2</td>
<td>Extended functionality of Sim Builder and Tuner tools, make available to broader community. Determine new functionality as needed</td>
<td>Refine Phase and Event Editor, and/or Artifact Integrator tools, make available to broader community. Open source. Determine new functionality as needed</td>
<td>Develop prototype Learning Assessor prototype</td>
<td>Update EA infrastructure to support tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3</td>
<td>Extend functionality of Sim Builder and Tuner tools, make available open source. Determine new functionality as needed. Support existing tools, Specify new tools</td>
<td>Extend functionality of tools, make available open source. Support existing tools, Specify new related tools</td>
<td>Develop Learning Assessor tool, make available to for external evaluation. Specify future functionality</td>
<td>Update EA infrastructure to support tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The risk and mitigation plan worked well in supporting the successful completion of all the objectives of this task that did not have dependencies on other work. In addition, a new capability not envisioned at the beginning of this project, the NPC Editor, was developed and evaluated. The report concludes with recommendations for future work. In particular, the focus on agile development was important in allowing desired and high-priority functionalities to be developed.

- **Risk**: Ensuring that the HTML5 conversion can be completed within the time window for Part 3 and the available funding.
- **Mitigation strategy**: This work will be prioritized such that risk is sufficiently reduced before beginning other Experience Builder and Learning Assessor tasks.
- **Outcome**: This strategy was successful, the major development HTML5 conversion was completed before the beginning of Experience Builder and Learning Assessor tasks.

- **Risk**: Lack of available potential tool users for tool evaluation, in particular simulation tool validation.
- **Mitigation strategy**: Use existing developers to evaluate the tools. Line up evaluators from DAU and other sources early in the project. For the simulation tools, validation could be done within the Increment 4 simulation work (e.g., reliability KPP, or post-CDR phase updates). Longer term, validation can be enhanced by releasing these tools to the general Systems Dynamics community, perhaps starting with the INCOSE working group.
- **Outcome**: This strategy was not needed, as the team was able to find a number of active users to conduct evaluation.
• **Risk:** Successful integration of the EA tools into the existing EA application infrastructure.

• **Mitigation strategy:** Continue to support an iterative approach in the integration of the current set of tools. Have someone who has a detailed understanding of the code and extensive experience in its operation implement the integration efforts.

• **Outcome:** This strategy was successful, as the tools code integrates into the EA infrastructure. This efforts was aided by the HTML5 conversion of the infrastructure being performed at the same time as tool development. In addition, the simulation tool code-based overlaps significantly with the simulation code in the EA infrastructure, so the simulation tool work addressed both the tools and the infrastructure.

• **Risk:** Ensuring the availability of graduate student staff with the knowledge and capabilities required for effective, efficient tool development despite gaps in funding.

• **Mitigation strategy:** Keep current graduate students engaged as much as possible with stop gap funding from other sources. Determine other sources of students or software research developers.

• **Outcome:** This strategy was successfully used prior to project start so that key graduate students were retained.

• **Risk:** The likelihood of feature creep that prevents the completion of an adequate set of tools for to provide a complete environment for Experience creation.

• **Mitigation strategy:** Utilize agile development practices to ensure that the highest value features are being developed at all times.

• **Outcome:** This strategy was successfully used.

The use and evaluation of the tools has been a very important part of the overall project effort. Much of the tool’s definition, prioritization and subsequent development has been driven by the needs of actual development efforts including the existing DAU UAV experience, and the creation and development of new experiences namely the UK MoD Tempest, Project Robot and Systems Thinking Evaluation experiences. The use of the tools in each of these experiences has validated the value, and capabilities of the tools. In the case of the UK MoD Tempest and Project Robot experiences, the tools were used successfully people outside the Experience Accelerator team who had no prior experience with the tools. In addition, software programming skills were not necessary for any of this development work.

However, the tools were found to be difficult to use without additional support by a DAU evaluator who is representative of the DAU instructor population. In this case, it is likely that new experiences and the update of existing experiences should be handled by dedicated staff who have acquired experience in this area. However, certain features of the Experience Accelerator can be made accessible to instructors for tuning for their course. This could include the mode in how the experience is to be deployed (e.g., with individuals vs. teams, with or without instructor participation; the various difficulty levels, the number of iterations, how performance is to be valued, and the ways in which learner performance is being evaluated, etc.).
Future work is recommended in improving the tools based on the evaluation results through the continued development of the Wright Brother’s experience. This process would entail the determination and creation of the training tools necessary to educate new developers and maintainers of the EA experiences.
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APPENDIX C: SIMULATION MODELER EVALUATION FEEDBACK

The detailed comments and recommendations for the Simulation Modeler are shown below. They are divided into three categories – under interface, model editing functions, and new features/functions. An update is provided for those items that have been addressed.

User Interface

1. System Description – I see there is a way to "Add description to submodel" through a toolbar button, but I do not know how to actually view that description. It would be nice to have a description associated with the system; just a textual narrative describing, in general, what this system is supposed to represent.

Update – Users may view the description using the “add description” function, which also enables them to edit the description.

2. Mouse Wheel Zoom – I would like to be able to zoom in and out on the models using mouse wheel (not just the zoom buttons). I have my wide screen monitor vertically oriented so I do not have a lot of horizontal space. The models do not fit very well. Also, I like to zoom in and out frequently as I look at things so I prefer to be able to use an easily accessible control rather than clicking a button.

3. Sub-Model Context Menu (Right-Click) – Right-clicking on empty space within a sub-model should bring up a context menu that provides access to some useful options; a few suggestions:
   • Close Sub-Model
   • New-> (all the node types)
   • Enter "Add Flow" Mode

4. Additions to Node Context Menu – I’d like to see some additions to the context menus of the nodes, including:
   • Close Sub-Model
   • New-> (all the node types)
   • Enter "Add Flow" Mode

5. Node Parameter Editor (Double-Click on Node) – It would be nice to be able to double-click on a node to bring up a full menu of that node's properties (name, start, min/max, curve type, etc.; everything it has in one editor screen). Sometimes I am finding it a little difficult to visualize the nodes holistically without being able to see all of the information together. The hover-over capability helps but it does not stay on screen long enough.

6. Timing of Mouse Hover Over Node – I do like seeing the information on the node upon mouse hover, but I’d recommend changing the timings – the information should appear more quickly (personally I would prefer instant), and should stay visible until the mouse
is moved away or clicked (similar to the way mouse hover works in most modern browsers and programs).

7. Click a Node in Change Formula (Rate Node) – After clicking "Change formula" on a Rate Node, the formula screen appears. On this screen, I would like to be able to just click on a node in the list on the right rather than having to type its ID into the formula text field.

8. Resizing a Node (Visual) – I wish I could change the sizes of the nodes (by clicking and dragging their edges) just for visual reasons; a large portion of my node names get cut off by their size constraints.

9. Close Sub-Models Separately – I wish I could close sub-models one at a time instead of all at once. I have accidentally created an extra sub-model several times (suggestion for changing button position of “create new sub-model” button below) and to “get it off the screen” I seem to have to close all the sub-models at once using the File->Close option.

10. Move the “Create New Submodel” Tool Bar Button – The "Create New Submodel" button in the tool bar is in an inconvenient place; I would put it all the way to the right the edit tools, between "Change model name" and "Execute" and in its own space, separated by a vertical separator. I pressed it several times by accident.

Update – This has been addressed via changing the order of the toolbar buttons.

11. File->New – It is not immediately clear what “new thing” the File->New option in the file menu actually creates. I would recommend including a sub-menu here of all the different new things that can be created; or at least, change “New” to “New Sub-Model” to make it more clear.

12. File->Close – I recommend changing the Close option in the file menu to “Close All” and add an option for “Close Selected Sub-Model”

13. Resize Sub-Model Viewing Area – I wish I was able to resize the viewing area of the sub-models. Right now it seems that each imported or open sub-model takes up equal space within the Sim Builder viewing area. I would like to be able to click and drag the viewing area of one model to make it larger while the other becomes smaller, just like the way most programs with multiple viewing windows operate (Visual Studio, Eclipse, File Explorer, etc.).

Update – This has been addressed by allowing the user to double-click on the sub-model being edited. This sub-model is then brought up in a new window for editing.

14. Infinite Max Value on Level Nodes – I would like the ability to remove the max values on level nodes. Although I agree that technically all variables in the universe (probably) have a max value, practically speaking, level node maxes sometimes can be so high as to be effectively infinite for the purposes of the system under design. Either an “infinite” or a “no max” option would be fine. Otherwise I’m finding myself specifying arbitrarily
large values (9999999) just to keep the max high enough that it’s never reached during my simulation.

Update – To let the maximum (minimum) value be infinity (negative infinity), the user can simply leave the field blank.

15. Change NULL to “Normal” for Curve Type – I recommend changing the "NULL" option on the Curve Type (within a level node) to just "Normal" and I would put "Normal" at the top of the list of 3.

16. Saving Last File Path - Default Model Location in File System – It would be nice if the Sim Builder program remembered the location of the last model I opened, and defaulted to that folder when I clicked open or import. Navigating back to the folder that contains my models every time I click Open or Import is a huge pain, especially when it defaults to some esoteric folder like “Documents.” The information could be saved as part of the Options file, wherever the language preference is stored.

Update – This has been implemented.

17. Node Name Display – I'd like an option to be able to display the entire name text for the nodes instead of truncating the name. Although it might look “messy” when the name text extends out of the bounds of the node drawing area, I still think it'd be easier to see than having it all truncated.

Update – The user may view the full-name by hovering the tooltip over the node icon. Many variable names are quite long in complex models.

18. Formula Tool Tips (Auxiliary and Rate Nodes) – In the "Enter new formula" text field in an auxiliary or rate node, when a user hovers over the text field, it would be nice if a tooltip showing an example of a formula would appear. For example, "This sample formula does XYZ: <formula>" just to make it a little more user friendly for new users. Along these lines, perhaps a "help" button near the text field that provides a detailed description of how to write the various different formulas, what formulae are available, etc.

**Model Editing Functions**

19. Delete Key – It would be nice to be able to use the delete key as an alternate to the “Remove” option. It should delete anything selected, including groups of things.

20. Deleting / Removing Items – Sometimes when I try to remove things, the system blocks the action due to various dependencies. I would prefer the system to recurse over the various dependencies and remove everything dependent (perhaps with a confirmation message – “Flows XYZ will be removed, accept / reject?”)
21. Chart Designer Plan Node and Plan Node Increment – I would recommend changing “Length” under Plan Node Increment in the Chart Designer to “Length (# of Rounds)” or just Number of Rounds. Also, I’d right-justify the text with their corresponding edit boxes instead of left-justifying them (Name, Id, Start Value, etc.).

Update – The text has been changed.

22. Only One Selection at Once Across All Models – I’ve noticed it’s possible to select a node on one model, then select another node on another model at the same time. The problem is, the use of the various toolbar buttons then becomes ambiguous – when I click “Share” for example, which node am I sharing? I would recommend only allowing one selection at one time across all models (like the way it works now across a single model, but globally).

New Features/Functions

23. Validate Button – In my opinion, the Sim Builder should probably not try to validate the system models when saving or loading; it should validate on Execute, and there should be a “Validate” button that allows the user to attempt to validate the model on demand. During the design and production of a model, there may be many times in which an invalid model is present. That is going to be a natural part of the construction process. I found myself wanting to save my work, but unable to do so because my current version of the model was apparently invalid (although strangely, sometimes I was able to save an invalid model – but then it would not load). As a user, I just want to be able to hit “Save” and have all my current stuff save, then come back later, hit “Load,” and have it all there – valid or not.

24. Visually Sub-Dividing the System into Manageable Parts – I am not sure if there’s already a way to do this that I’m missing, but I think this suggestion is going to be important in the future. However, it may take a fair amount of design work to get it right.

- The issue is that I feel like there needs to be some way to sub-divide large systems into parts, yet still maintain their holism. I thought shared nodes would let me do this. But, it isn’t possible to create a flow coming from a shared node. I can kind of see why this makes sense from a technical standpoint (you’d sort of have to “pull in” the entire model that the node is shared from into the current model in order to affect its value), but, this can make the implementation of even relatively simple systems quite complex.

- Visually speaking there just needs to be a way to simplify sets of interactions. For example, I wish I could take a group of nodes that results in a single level node output and just collect them all as, for example, “Food Gatherer.” On screen, I could choose to simply show one “Node Grouping” called “Food Gatherer” and it would appear as, maybe, a circle. With this technique, I could get a good idea of how my system worked holistically but also drill down into the various pieces. Ideally this could be done ad infinitum, so you could end up with a very complex system that, on screen, only looked like three circles. But it
would still be possible to expand a circle to see a whole sub-system system inside. If the entire set of components in a group is self-contained (with all flows and connections resulting in the single level node), I think this should be straightforward. If not, then the flows can simply be drawn from an entire group to wherever they should go (node or group, depending on how the user has chosen to organize the visual layout).

- Basically, any lines and nodes internal to the group just will not draw. Anything that flows to/from the group to the outside, or feeds an outside thing, will just draw from the highest-level grouping. I think this type of hierarchical visualization capability will be really important in the design of new systems using this tool, especially more complex ones.
- Another option is to allow an import of an entire other sub model to just one node - but not as a “shared node” per se, because it will run as part of the current model (flowing to/from the level node as part of the simulation).